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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
VOIio III. GAMBSER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1833. NO. 46.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR. 
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
THE CHRISTIAN WARRIOR TRIUMPHANT 
IN DEATH.
“Servant of God! well done;
Rest from thy loved employ;
The battle fought, the victory won,
Enter thy Master’s joy.”
—The voice at midnight came;
He started up to hear,
A mortal arrow pierced his frame;
He fell,—but felt no fear.
Tranquil amidst alarms,
It found him in the field,
A veteran slumbering on his arms,
Beneath his red-cross shield:
His sword was in his hand,
Still warm with recent fight;
Ready that moment, at command,
Through rock and steel to smite.
It was a two-edged blade,
Of heavenly temper keen:
And double were the wounds it mado 
Where’er it smote between:
’Twas death to sin;—’twas lite 
To all that mourn’d for sin:
It kindled, and it silenced, strife,
Made war, and peace, within.
Oft with his fiery force,
His arm had quell’d the foe,
And laid resistless in his c^al'SL'/
The alien-armies lov.
Bent on such t01*s>
The world to b^ wa®.s’
Yet all his tr«jhles> a11 hls sP0lls’
He hung u~>n the cross-
At mid^a^t came the cry,
“To ’*eet thy God prepare!”
jjrwoke,—and caught his Captain’s eye;
onen, strong in faith and prayer,
His spirit, with a bound,
Burst its encumbering clay,
His tent, at sunrise, on the ground,
A darkeu’d ruin lay.
The pains of death are past,
Labor and sorrow cease,
And, life’s long warfare clos’d at last 
His soul is found in peace.
Soldier of Christ! well done;
Praise be thy new employ;
And while eternal ages run,
[Montgomery.Rest in thy Savior’s joy.
missionary.
INTERESTING ANECDOTE.
The attention of our readrs is requested to the following
extract of a letter from a ’•ghly esteemed clergyman in the 
State of New-York, cnclf ing $137 17, as a donation to the 
Society. The incident v^cli >s here related is not one of eve­
ry day occurrence. Se10m does it happen that individuals, 
vhose only care while i health has been to lay up for their own 
rants, are so influenc' by Divine grace, in a dying hour, as 
to experience any solltUae with respect to the perishing con­
dition of their fello morta,s—Missionary Record.
“This sum as received in the following man­
ner:—-
“In the rrlt!l ot April last, I was called to at­
tend a worn1 was dying w’*h some complaint 
of the hee’ yhich was most violent in its attack.
“At rr third, visit—after a severe struggle of 
body anmind> an(l in presence of relatives, the 
poor \Pian (lrew from between the bed and the 
sickir0” purse, and addressed me to this ef­
fect:1 ^ave kept thisa long time, thinking I might 
be/ant: but I shall now have no use for it:— 
ta[dt, and give it to a Missionary Society, that it
may save a ‘soul'—-a ‘soul’—a '■precious soul.' I
have long intended to make Mrs.----- a member
let it be given in her name.’
“ I received the purse; and openingit with friends 
on my return home, I found it contained many pie­
ces of old Spanish gold: which on being exchang­
ed, produced $137 17, our currency. The wo­
man did not die: and I kept the purse until her 
recovery; when I called to say that perhaps her 
necessity might now make it prudent to employ 
this sum of money in defraying the expenses of 
her late sickness; but I found no encouragement 
to persist in returning the gift: and as her circum­
stances make it not an improper, though a large 
donation, I have concluded to send it.
“This woman had attended a monthly Mission­
ary meeting, in which our ‘Missiona'y Record’ 
was read, and prayer was offered for the spread 
of the Gospel: and her sister, upon a death-bed, 
a few weeks before her own illness, after a life of 
negligence, and some weeks of great distress, had 
been brought to the joyful acceptance if the Gos­
pel, by the blessing of God on the fabors of an 
Episcopal Missionary.
“God grant that some one who has laid up trea­
sures upon earth,’ may consider nov, what at a 
dying hour may be their view of thevalue of the 
soul, and the importance of their contributing to 
the spread of that Gospel by which men may be­
come wise unto salvation.’"
THE WEST, A FIELD FOR MISSIONS. 
(Continued from No. 42.)
If we take our cue, either from the Bibb, the 
history of the Church or the inductions of expe­
rience, we are irresistibly led to the same conclu­
sion—that a land morally convulsed or desolaie, 
whose wretched inhabitants are cheered by a fev 
hopes, or none at all, of future salvation, needs 
nothing but the preaching of the unadulterated 
word of God, and the faithful administration of 
the ordinances of the Gospel by a sufficient band 
of ministers called and commissioned by Jesus 
Christ himself, in order to be raised from the low­
est moral degradation, to a state of distinguished 
happiness, both as it regards the blessings of this 
life, and the hopes of that which is to come.
But when we look at the West, when we reflect 
upon its present situation, when we look abroad for 
means and instruments even for the commencement 
of a good work there; we should certainly be driven 
to absolute despair, if our hope were built upon any 
thing beneath the sun. And yet even when we 
look up as high as the throne of God; when we 
read the consoling declaration that all power in 
heaven and earth hath been committed to the Son, 
for the good of his Church; we are instantly met 
by the conviction that the day of miracles has 
passed; and that the Great Head of the Church 
works by means, in the providential government 
of his spiritual kingdom, as surely as in the ordi­
nary government of the world.
Well, then we are thrown upon the resources 
of the Church, in order to work successfully for 
the good of the Church. But that is a glorious 
law under which we are working! If we labour 
in faith with prayer, then, unto him that hath shall 
be given—then, the strength of God shall be made 
perfect in our weakness—then, the little one shall 
become a thousand, and the small people a strong 
nation!
The only question for us, is, what can we do? 
what does God require us to do? To set about 
that, is to succeed. The Church as one body, 
from the remotest East to the farthest West, from 
the frozen North to the burning South, has only to 
arouse to attempt and to do what she can, and the 
door of unlimited success is effectually opened.
Missions to the West, is, surely, one of the 
ways in which the work is to he begun. The train­
ing of young men at the East for this work, and 
their own heart-felt devotion to it, sustained by 
adequate pecuniary supplies, must, at once, be 
seen to be indispensable.
But as the demand lor ministers at the East is 
also exceedingly great, the supply at the West from 
that quarter must necessarily be very limited and 
inadequate. We must train our own clergy. In 
order to do this, however, we do greatly need pe­
cuniary assistance, from those of our brethren who 
are most highly gifted with worldly wealth. The 
College and Theological Seminary onGambier TIill, 
Ohio, presents a most urgent claim, and to a very 
large amount, upon the benefactions of all sincere 
friends of the Church. It is impossible to predict 
the vast amount of good which may be done by 
fostering this noble institution in its infancy. A 
few thousand now, like small sums placed at com­
pound interest, would speedily swell into hundreds 
of thousands! Who would not emulate the no­
ble distinction of fostering an Institution which is 
to give ministers, perhaps, to millions; which is to 
be a fountain of hope and life to generations yet 
unborn?
In the infant Diocese of Kentucky the plans ot 
promoting the welfare of the Church which have 
as yet been suggested, have been few and humble. 
Missionary aid to supply immediate and pressing 
demands, has first of all been desired, and if ex­
tended to an amount ten fold as large as has yet 
been enjoyed, there would still be room. But, 
hopeless of finding men or funds to carry on strict­
ly missionary efforts to any considerable extent, 
the friends of the church here, are devising, with 
great solicitude, some plan for training young men 
for the ministry, within our own borders. A dwell­
ing house has been hired for the accommodation 
of a few students, and for the purpose of testing 
the practicability of commencing a Thelogical 
School, at Lexington, upon a very limited scale. 
Thus far the plan has been successful beyond all 
hope. Pecuniary means are still greatly needed to 
sustain it, even on its present unpretending scale. 
Could we own the building now occupied, were it 
more comfortable furnished, were the library en­
larged, and means provided for meeting current 




From the Charge of the Rt. Rev. H. U. Onderdonk. 
THE RULE OF FAITH.
[ CONCLUDED. 1
The principles involved in this portion of my ar­
gument may be thus stated. 1. If any tradition 
be in anywise contrary to scripture, it is void, the 
greater authority cancelling the less when in op­
position to it. 2. If there be an absolutely unques­
tioned tradition, clearly traceable to the apos­
tolic age, the matter of which is asserted in scrip­
ture also, the authority in the case must be ac
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m written*word, h^Jthough the.5]lur^.hJ(eJ^enSpenst®’p^eignty of Christ,Cll I ~-zpline requires, the divine sovereignty of Christ 
yet as the representative is but human, she must 
form her decisions, and enforce them, under the 
consciousness that she is never beyond the liabili­
ty to mistake.
My Rev. Brethren,—In the hope that the 
remarks now offered you may not be without their 
value, when the claims of the church of Rome are 
brought into notice, let me ask you, when meeting 
such an exigency, to give them a place, if you 
deem them worthy of it, with the other more ela­
borate and more learned, arguments on the sub­
ject. The extensive range of erudition usually 
brought into this discussion when conducted with 
calmness and dignity, makes it difficult to present 
the controversy to our flocks in an acceptable and 
effectual manner,, however circumstances require 
it: they are apt to feel as bat spectators, distant 
spectators, of a conflict in which arms are wielded 
which they have never “preved.” But in what 
has now been said, the issue, and let me repeat it, 
the fundamental issue, is brought within the range 
of all sound understandings which have submitted 
themselves to the faith of Christ.
Permit me also to remind you, and let me ask 
you to remind your flocks, if occasion shall require 
that the exercise of our freedom in matters of faith, 
or, as it has been called, the right of private judg­
ment, is part of our probation—is one of the deep­
est and most solemn of our responsibilities, for our 
conduct under which God will most assuredly bring 
j us into judgnent—our private judgment must un­
dergo his sovereign judgment. I will not detain 
you for an investigation of the rules for exercising 
this liberty of conscience judiciously and safely. 
It belongs hewever, to the subject before us, to re­
mark, that a very prominent rule in the case is— 
the authority of the Church—not as an infallible 
judge, but as much less fallible than any of her 
members iniividually—not as having “dominion 
over our faith!’ but as the guardian “helper of our
” ’ ‘ wvnfkay rtf
counted two-fold; that of the written 
ever, being from its nature the more excellent of 
the two. But of this I know no examples that 
will be allowed to be perfect now, though there 
were several a few centuries ago; questions hav­
ing then and since arisen concerning the sense of 
various passages in the Fathers—questions which, 
though they existed not before in such a shape as 
to make them worthy of notice, have now respect­
able supporters: the final appeal, beyond that of 
the due construction of the Fathers, is, as I have 
already said, to scripture. 3. If there be an abso­
lutely unquestioned tradition, the matter of which 
is not found in scripture, or believed not to be there, 
yet in no degree contrary to scripture, and clearly 
traceable to the apostolic age, it must be regard­
ed as having such authority without scripture as 
belongs to the case. Of this, the substitution of 
the Lord’s day for the old sabbath will probably 
be deemed the best example, by those who think 
they do not find scripture warrant for the change.
Yet even this example is not perfect, as it is con­
troverted by some Christians: one reply is, that 
they do not rightly construe the traditional records 
in point, or do not allow due authority to a tradi­
tion traceable to the apostles; but another and 
better reply is that the New Testament agrees 
with this tradition, as it affords intimations that the 
Lord's day had taken the place of the old sabbath 
before that volume was written.
These remarks suggest two more. The first is, 
that happily for Protestants, no part of their creed 
rests on the insecure basis of the tradition we have 
described; they can appeal, on all points, to the 
infinitely superior authority of scripture, to either 
its plain assertions,or its sufficient intimations: scrip­
ture contains all things which they believe neces­
sary to salvation. The second remark is, that from 
its natural insufficiency, nothing of tradition, that 
is not absorbed in scripture, remains absolutely un­
questioned; and hence, practically speaking,though 
we consult it, and especially its earlier records, as 
we would similar authority, in other cases, this 
ONLY FINAL RESORT IS TO SCRIPTURE. There 
only can we find a secure means of ascertaining the 
Rule of Faith—the teaching of Christ and his in­
spired servants.
If it be objected that scripture does not suffice 
for the settling of disputes, I answer, neither does 
tradition, neither does any thing: hence St. Paul 
says to the Corinthians, among whom tradition was 
fresh, and to whom he sent also at the same time a 
scripture—“if any man be ignorant, let him be ig­
norant”—“if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them 
that are lost”—and St. Peter speaks of those who 
“are willingly ignorant:”* in other words, there 
are mistakes and delusions for dispelling which not 
even revelation will suffice. I further answer, that, 
though the providential permission of error is a 
mystery, it is not so great a one as the providential 
permission of evil: and there is no more infallible 
remedy for error, than there is for sin; there can­
not be, as long as the mind and the will are free, 
and the due exercise of that freedom is part of our 
probation. The discipline of the church was in­
deed to be inflicted on the obstinate, and may still 
be for error as well as for sin—and that, on the 
principle that the church, being “the pillar and 
ground of the truth,” is under obligation to main­
tain doctrinal as well as practical purity, as far 
as she is able. This the church has also a right to 
do, for her own peace. This the church has a
right to do, as the magisterial expounder of Chris­
tian law. This the Church has a further right to 
do, because whatsoever and whomsoever she just­
ly binds or looses on earth, they are bound or loos 
edin heaven. But this, all this, is not to be confound 
ed with the claim to settle a controversy concern­
ing truth on the principle of infallibility. A civil 
legislature or magistrate, representing the sove­
reignty of a nation, has final authority in this world, 
yet the best may exercise it erroneously.f And
UUl CIO bliv ------
-not as “mistress,” but as “the mother of 
us an.” Wilcnotions of the right of private judg­
ment,in mattenof religion,are fruitful of mischiefs, 
though they nay not resemble the mischiefs pro­
duced by the Haim of the Church of Rome that 
we surrender it. And Protestants are especially 
bound to exercise this right, that those “of the 
contrary part in this matter may have nothing evil 
to say of them.” While they reject the domination 
of an usurper, let them not imagine that there is 
no principle of dependence involved in the con­
duct cf the mind, and in the investigation of mo­
ral truth and moral certainty.
A due appreciation of the fact, that the discreet 
exercise of our judgment in articles of faith is part 
of our probation, will guard us against yielding to 
the scepticism which sometimes tempts us, when 
we find that only moral certainty can be attained, 
not infallible certainty, in eithei the evidences of 
scripture, or its interpretation. Right views also 
of this probation, the duty of seeking, discerning, 
embracing truth, though beset by the plausibili­
ties of error, will show the propriety of the asser­
tion, “if any man will do his will, he shall know 
of the doctrine whether it be of God.” It is no 
begging of the question, but the inducing of a na­
tural inference, to assert that a revelation from God 
concerning sin and holiness will be best understood, 
and its certainty best apprehended, by those who, 
other qualifications being equal, most resemble 
God in character—for these, the godly, more than 
t0 | others, will see these things as God sees them— 
though the proof is the same to all, the godly have 
superadded this peculiar confirmation of their faith. 
The gospel revealed for the salvation of sinners 
is adapted by the Deity, to their case; and this case 
the convinced and reclaimed sinner understands bet­
ter than those who have not yet thus “done the
will” of their heavenly Father; the spiritual-dis-
j°y- 
us all
* 1 Cor. xiv. 38. 2 Cor. iv. 3. 2 Pet. iii. 5.
•j A friend of the highest professional eminence allows me
to insert the following remarks.“To give another illustration. A judicial tribunal, acting
in the last resort, must act with authority in the matter in con­
troversy, and also upon all questions involved in it. This is
not, however, on the principle of infallibility, but on the prin- I perpeiuauc „„„ _____ u__tiple of order or due subordination in the administration of force against thejmputed infallibility of the Church.”
cernment he has acquired by spiritual experience 
opens to him a testimony, unperceived by other 
inquirers, that “the doctrine is of God.” This 
testimony of the soul to divine truth is like that of 
clay to the seal.” \
LORD GAMBIER.
This nobleman was President of the (English) Church Mis­
sionary Society. At the late anniversary of the Society the
minister of his parish gave this account of his last hours._ S.
S. Journal.
His end was pre-eminently peace: and the gos­
pel which he so loved to impart to others, was his 
own unfailing solace and support in his last hour. 
His last illness was attended with extreme suffer­
ing; but he bore it without a murmur, and it seem­
ed as if God had determined that his faithful ser­
vant should glorify him in the fires, and “that pa­
tience should have its perfect work.” When speak­
ing to me of the acuteness of his pains, he observ­
ed, “ They interrupt my quietness, but they do not 
disturb my peace,” and he added, “Though I 
do not, in my debilitated state, exercise lively faith,
I have constant communion with my Saviour.” In 
a subsequent interview with him, when I express­
ed my regret that he could not, as he had usually 
done, preside over a meeting of a neighboring Bi­
ble Society, but I hoped we should have his 
prayers, as we could not have his presence, he re­
plied, “Tell them they have my best wishes; and 
tell them besides, that while I was enabled, I felt 
it my bounden duty and my delight to assist that 
good cause to the utmost of my power, consider­
ing that I thereby advanced the kingdom of my 
Redeemer.” In adverting to his approaching dis­
solution, he said with peculiarly solemn emphasis, 
“ When I am deposited in the ground,you will have 
to perform the service; you will say something 
over me; pray be as concise as possible; but re­
member these words, ‘God so loved the world, 
that he gave h’s only-begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him, should not perish but have ever­
lasting life.’ Taat is my hope! that is my Rock 
of ages’ in the Father, and the Son and the Holy 
Ghost.” On his having assured me that his mind 
was kept in peace, 1 offered my prayer that peace 
might flow unto him as a river; on which he im­
mediately rejoined, “Amen, so be it; and so it 
will be to God s glory ao< to my peace.”
From the Christian Spt iator>
CHRISTIANS AND INFIDELS aq CONTRAST. 
Bacon, Boyle, Newton, Hale, Locke, Bav^
We do not believe that the Christi^ religion 
depends for its evidence on the suffrage ot -.\ny 0Iie 
philosopher, or on the bright constellation of iaraes 
which have expressed their profound regara for 
the truths of revelation. Still, a Christian caniOt 
but look with deep interest on the fact, that sueR 
men as Bacon, and Boyle, and Newton, bowed theii 
mighty intellects to the authority of revelation; 
came and brought all the rich and varied treasures 
of their profound investigations and laid them at 
the foot of the cross; and spent their lives increas­
ingly impressed with the belief, that the God of 
nature is also the God of the Bible. While we 
do not claim, that on their authority the Scriptures 
should be accredited as die word of God, we do 
claim that they should bcallowed to rebuke the 
flippancy of youthful ana unfledged infidelity; 
that they should be permrted to summon men 
to inquire before they pronotace; we claim that 
their authority is sufficient to oil on the youthful 
skeptic to pause, and to suspe\ that possibly he
may be wrong. When mightyVinds like those 
have left their recorded assent to\e truths of the
\ch to ask of 
\and inquire,
justice. It does not preclude the correction of any error of 
doctrine, which upon .subsequent examination the sentence
may be found to contain, upon its application to other cases__
a correction which can never be made, if the virtue of the 
sentence is held to reside in the infallibility of the tribunal. 
If it were a postulate that a judicial tribunal in the last 
resort is infallible, it must follow, that unless the tribunal 
were equally so in fact, error, even involuntary error, would 
perpetuate itself; and this objection appears to have no less
Christian scheme, it is not too 
minds of far less power, to sit dot 
at least, whether Christianity may n\ have come 
from God. When Newton, after haw surveyed 
world on world, and measured the hetens, and 
placed himself for profound inquiry at head of 
mankind, sat down in the full maturity of\s days, 
and passed the vigour of his life, and thfcerene 
evening of his honoured age, in the contembtion 
of the New Testament; when Bacon, after King 
rescued science from accumulated darknessmd 
rubbish of two thousand years; after having g\?n 
lessons to all mankind about the just mode of\- 
vestigating nature; and after having traversed '
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circle of the sciences, and gained all the past 
venerations had to teach, and having carried for­
ward the inquiry far into nature, bowed at every 
step to the authority of the Bible, when Hale, 
learned in the law, not only believed Christianity 
to be true, but adorned the Christian profession by 
a most humble life; when Boerhave, perfectly ac­
quainted with the human frame, and skilled in the 
healing art, sat with the simplicity of a child at the 
feet of Jesus Christ; when Locke gave the testi­
mony of his powerful mind to the truth of the 
Christian religion; when Davy, first of chemists, 
came on this subject to the same results as the 
analyser of light, the inventor of fluxions, and the 
demonstrator of the theory of gravitation; as the 
author of the Novum Organum; and the writer 
of the treatise on human understanding; when 
each science has thus contributed its founder, its 
ornament and its head, as a witness to the truth 
of the Christian religion, it is not too much to con­
clude it may be something different from priest­
craft and imposture.
Volney, Diderot, D' Alembert, Voltaire, Paine, Herbert, Shafts- 
bury, Tyndal, Morgan, Bolingbroke, Gibbon, Hume.
When we turn from these lights of men, these 
broad stars that spread their beams over all the 
firmament of science, and seek after the wander­
ing and dim luminaries of infidelity; when we 
make a sober estimate what the high priests of un­
belief have done for the advancement of science 
and the welfare of man, we are struck with the 
prodigious advance we have made into chilly and 
tenebrated regions. We have passed amid spirits 
of another order. We wander in climes as remote 
almost from science, as from Christianity. We 
should know where we are, as readily, by their su­
perficial, but pompous pretensions; by their dark 
but most confident scientific claims; by their er­
roneous, wandering, but most flippant demands in 
science, as we do by their infuriated and bitter ra­
ging against the claims of the Christian religion. 
Who are these men? Volney, Diderot, D’Alem­
bert, Paine, Voltaire, Herbert, the best and great­
est of them; Shaflsbury, Tindal, Morgan, Boling­
broke, Gibbon, Hume. What have they ever done 
for science ? What advances have they ever made? 
So far as we know, not one of them has any pre­
tensions to what gives immortality to the names of 
Boyle, Locke, Newton, Bacon, Hale. What val­
uable fact have tNy ever presented in science? 
What new princple have they originated or illus­
trated? Wha' department of science have they 
adorned? Yo man °f them has ever trod the re­
gions that“onstituted the glory of England and of 
the wo*d—the regions of profound science, of 
deep a>d penetrating investigation of the works of 
nature. In spite of such men, science would still 
haw slumbered in the regions of eternal night; 
an-t infidelity, but for Christian men, might have 
svayed a sceptre as she desired, over regions of 
profound and boundless shades of ignorance and 
crime. We are accustomed to care little for names 
and authorities in religion. We believe that re­
ligion, natural and revealed, accords with the con­
stitution and course of nature. We believe that 
it is sustained by a force and compass of argument 
that can be adduced for the truth of no science. 
On the ground of the independent and impreg­
nable truth of revealed religion, we are Chris­
tians. But there are men who pride themselves 
on names. There are those whose only reason for 
an opinion is, that i- was held by some illustrious 
man. None are really so much under the influ­
ence of this feelbg as the infidel. That Hume 
was skeptical; tlat Gibbon was capable of a sneer; 
that Paine was 1 scoffer; that Volney was an athe­
ist, is to them sTong as proof of holy writ. Hence 
they feel, tha- to doubt is the most exalted state 
man; tha- there is argument enough for mor­
tals in asnfCr and a jibe; that scoffing becomes a 
humanbehg; and that to come to the conclusion 
that mannas no Father and no God, that he dies
like his-indred worm, is the suremacy of felicity 
and tb- perfection of reason. When such have 
been he apostles and high priests of unbelief, 
such-he hosts which they have mustered, we feel, 
tbatapart from all argument in the case, w’e would 
n<er accord with the sentiments of the great lu- 
^afies of mankind in science; and it is not un­
worthy of reason and elevated thoughts to sup­
pose, that true religion may be found where we 
have found every other valuable blesssing for man­
kind; and that the system, attended every where 
with science, refinement, and art, and that has shed 
light on the intellect, and honour on the names of 
Locke, and Boyle, and Bacon, is the system with 
which God intended to bless men.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE NATURE OF 
HEATHENISM.
(Letter from Ceylon, in the Missionary Herald far July. J 
In the account I gave of the destruction of the 
buildings at this station, it was mentioned that the 
heathen around greatly rejoiced at the event, be­
cause they considered it a forerunner to the com­
plete triumph of heathenism over Christianity in 
this place. Some of my nearest neighbours, ve­
ry zealous heathens, are so far from manifesting 
any sorrow or adopting the language of condolence 
in their intercourse with me, that they refer to my 
losses or sufferings with an air of triumph. The 
least degree of illness in my family is frequently 
alluded to by them, as evidence that the curse of 
their gods rests upon me. The following is an in­
stance. A few days since I had a severe indisposi­
tion for some hours, which confined me to my 
couch. Early the next morning I rede out for my 
health towards Oodooville. Soon after I return­
ed, I was informed that a report hsd gone abroad 
that on the preceeding day, I was possessed by a 
devil, and finding that I could no longer live in 
Manepy, had fled to Oodoovile, as I was obliged 
to do after the fire.
A knowlege of these facts will give interest to 
the following circumstance, which occurred at a 
recent festival at Ganesa’s (Gunputtee’s) temple. 
While the multitude of worshippers, assembled 
at the temple, were engaged in boiling their rice 
for an offering, one of them who went for water 
fell into the well. As soon as the circumstance 
was made known to the crowd, they rushed to the 
well, and among them was the pandarum (priest) 
of the temple, who, as soon as he rad gratified 
his curiosity, returned to the temple Not an in­
dividual among them manifested the least concern 
for the unfortunate man, who was sunk in the wa­
ter. They looked into the well, aud talked about 
the man in such imminent danger, with the most 
perfect indifference. Not an individual seemed 
to think assistance could or ought to be rendered, 
till one of the head-men came to the spot; he ex­
erted all his influence to induce some one to dive 
into the water, (which any person accustomed to 
swimming might have done with perfect safety,) 
but his efforts were in vain. He then sent for die 
priest, who is known to be an expert swimmer. At 
the command of the headman he came, but excus­
ed himself from the act of mercy required of him, 
by saying that he could not absent himself so long 
from the duties of the temple without sustaining a 
loss. Just at this moment came to the place a 
young man, unknown to the crowd, who, as soon 
as he learned that a fellow being was drowning, 
threw aside his garment, and leaped into the well. 
After repeatedly diving, he found the body and 
raised it to the surface of the water, from which 
it was taken by by-standers. As soon as the noise 
and confusion occasioned by taking out the lifeless 
body had subsided, a loud whisper passed along the 
crowd, “Who is that young man? Who is that 
good man ?” They were not a little surprised, and 
some of the enemies of Christianity confounded 
when they were told that this good Samaritan was 
Azel Baclcus a Christian! This event has done 
not a little towards stopping the mouths and weak­
ening the strength of some who were arrayed 
against Christians and the cause in which they are 
engaged, and is to all, who have any knowledge of 
Scripture, a striking comment on the words of in­
spiration. “Overcome evil with good.”
INTERESTING INCIDENT.
It is pleasing to notice such a union of science 
and piety, as is given in the subjoined article. It 
is as strking and touching an instance as we re­
collect ever to have seen- We extract it from 
the New York Churchman, to which paper it was 
furnished by a correspondent, from a series of lec­
tures delivered in London in 1827,
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The visible transit of the plannet Venus over
the sun s disk is a phenomenon which verv rarely 
occurs. Between two successive instances more 
than a century generally elapses: and opportuni­
ty of observing it from a given point of the earth's 
surface is still more rare. The observation is also 
of such great importance in determining the ele­
ments of the planet’s orbit, and the dimensions of 
the solar system, that on the last two occasions (1761 
and 1769) expeditions were expressly sent from 
various parts of Europe to the most distant re ­
gions of the globe, in order to observe the transit.
A phenomenon so rare, requiring at least an 
approximate calculation of the time of its occur­
rence, and the assistance of sufficient instruments, 
was observed by no human eye from the creation 
of the world to the middle of the seventeenth cen­
tury of the Christian era, (1639.) Horrox a young 
man but twenty one years of age, residing in a re­
mote district of this country, (Manchester,) and al­
most deprived of the assistance of books and in­
struments, discovered that the imperfect tables of 
the planetary motions then in use gave reason to 
anticipate a visible transit of the planets. His su­
perior knowledge enabled him to compute more 
correctly the time at which it would take place; 
and he made his preparations with all the anxie­
ty which so new and important an observation was 
calculated to excite in an ardent mind. On the 
day before the transit was expected, he began to 
observe; and he resumed his labours on the mor­
row. But the very hour, when his calculation led 
him to expect the visible appearance of the plan- 
net on the sun’s disk, was also the hour appointed for 
the public worship of God on the Sabbath day. The 
delay of a few minutes might deprive him of the 
means of observing the transit. If its very com­
mencement were not noticed, clouds might inter­
vene; the sun was about to set: and nearly a cen­
tury and a half would elapse before another op­
portunity would occur. Notwithstanding all this, 
Horrox twice suspended his observation, and twice 
repaired to the house of God. When his duty was 
thus paid, and he returned to his chamber the se­
cond time, his love of science was gratified with 
full success. His eyes were the first wliicl* ever 
witnessed the phenomenon that his. sagacity had 
predicted.
Other minds might have been endued with suffi­
cient ingenuity and patience to discover and ob­
serve so rare an occurrence. Others might have 
deduced the scientific information, and might have 
recorded the results as he did, almost to the last 
hour of his life, (he died in little more than a year 
after the observation, January 3, 174*1, before his 
Latin account of it was published, while giving 
the last corrections,) for the benefit of others.— 
But where shall we seek for a mind so animated at 
once with philosophical inquiry and religious feel­
ing?
The transcriber of the passage remarks, that if 
the beauty of the anecdote is susceptible of in­
crease it seems to receive it from the manner in 
which the astronomer himself refers to it. “ I ob ­
served it,” says he, “from sunrise till nine o'clock, 
again a little before ten and lastly at noon, and from 
one to two o’clock: the rest of the day being de­
voted to higher duties, whch might not be neglect­
ed for these pastimes.”
From the Cincinnati Journal.
AN UNFORTUNATE OMISSION.
Dear Sir,—In looking over Jones’ history of 
the church, published in New York, 1824, by Cone, 
page 68, I find a very important omission. The 
author is quoting from Perrin’s history of the Ro­
mish church. Perrin was vindicating that church 
from charges which had been alleged against her, 
and in pages 31 and 32 of his work he says that 
after strict examination had been made, it was 
found that ‘they kept their Sabbaths duly, caws- 
inv their children to be baptised according to the or­
der of the primitive church teaching them the ar­
ticles of the Christian faith, and the commandments 
of God.” Jones, in quoting this, says, ‘they 
kept the Sabbath-days, observed the ordinance of 
baptism according to the order of the primitive 
church, instructed their children in the articles of 
the Christian faith, and the commandments of 
God.’ ‘Causing their children to be baptized/
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is suppressed, and the mere ordinance of baptism, 
as a rite in the church is retained. It is very im­
portant that the world should know, not only that 
baptism was practiced by that church, according 
to primitive usage; but that infant Eaptism was 
practiced by that church, and that practice was ac­
cording to the primitive order of the church. 
Perrin is a standard writer in the church, and had 
the best means of information. Whether the omis­
sion was the effect of mistake, or design, is left to 
a discerning public to decide. But that the bap­
tizing of children, from the earliest period of the 
Christian church, has been the practice of believ­
ers, is too obvious to be denied. It is a duty 
which meets the best wishes of the pious heart— 
secures the merciful promise of God, and is a 
standing witness of the stability of the covenant 
of grace. The suppressing of the practice, has 
been one method of causing the witnesses to pro­
phecy in sackcloth.
The church should not be imposed on by false 
quotations of popular writers; any system based 
on falsehood, is unsafe. Beta.
CHARACTER AND CLAIMS OF THE PRO­
TESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
IN LETTERS TO A FRIEND.---- LETTER IV.
5. It is often the case that the mere fact of dif­
ference is sufficient ground for censure. Hence 
we are frequently blamed for doing things, simply 
because others do them not. And separated as 
widely as the Episcopal Church is in many of her 
practices from the customary procedure amongst 
other denominations, it is not always carefully as­
certained which is best, but ours is censured be­
cause it appears new and unusual.
This is particularly true with regard to the ad­
mission of Church members, and the infliction of 
Church censures. Yet surely there is nothing ob­
viously defective or necessarily corrupt in the pro­
visions of our Church, in these important respects. 
She intrusts ecclesiastical discipline entirely to 
the Clergy. And when they are suitably pious, 
enlightened and faithful, they may justly be con­
sidered the safest guardians of the purity of the 
Church. Judicious general rules and directions 
are given to guide their conduct, and suitable re­
straints are placed upon their practice. So that 
where a minister has long resided he may charge 
himself with a great part of the fault, if his com­
municants are notoriously defective or corrupt, 
either in life or doctrine. No provisions can pos­
sibly secure perfect purity in any Church. Still 
however an idea prevails that no evidence of pie­
ty is required of those who join the Episcopal 
Church, and that its members are therefore, re­
markably formal, or remiss, or absolutely corrupt. 
Wherever there has been a negligent or careless 
ministry, this, very probably, is the case. In 
what Church is it not? But in those more favor­
ed parishes where the regulations of the Church 
have been duly and conscientiously observed, and 
where the Gospel has been preached with faithful­
ness and power, there at least, the members of the 
Episcopal Church arc by no means deficient in 
those fruits of the spirit, which abound in the real 
children of God, to the glory of the riches of his 
grace.
But even if facts justified the unkind suspicion 
of the general unsoundness of our Church mem­
bers, yet the Church ought not to suffer the re­
proach, since her regulations are confessedly wise 
and efficient, and since it may easily be known, 
that her truly pious Ministers and friends mourn 
over every case of unsound and unholy profes­
sion. To reclaim such unhappy wanderers every 
prudent effort is made; and over the reproach 
which they bring upon the precious cause of the 
Redeemer, many bitter tears are shed. The real 
children of God must ever feel much the same 
concern for his glory, and in the Episcopal Church 
as much as in any other communion, they deplore 
with heartfelt bitterness the dreadful wounds which 
the holy Saviour receives in the house of his pro­
fessed but false friends.
6. Thus have I enumerated some of the leading 
prejudices, from whose pernicious influence to the 
interests of the Episcopal Church, your mind most 
probably, has not been perfectly exempt. Oth­
ers of less moment, founded on the use and change 
of peculiar vestments in celebrating the worship 
of God, signing with the cross in baptism, and 
kneeling at the sacrament, scarcely merit serious 
notice. Did my limits permit, it would doubtless 
be well and proper to shew that the three divi- 
ions of the Church, and the official power of Bish­
ops, are not open to the exceptions commonly 
taken against them, and least of all these traits 
of our ecclesiastical constitution are likely to en­
courage and foster, a taste for institutions and 
practices repugnant to our republican form of 
Government.
LETTER V.
To obviate in some measure, popular objections 
to forms of prayer, I shall attempt to shew their 
value to devout and spiritual worshippers, and to 
every Christian community.
If any form of prayer possesses these advanta­
ges, they must be confessed to belong to the Lit­
urgy of our Church. An eminent divine and 
commentator, the Rev. Dr. Adam Clarke, though 
not a member of the Anglican Church, speaks of 
it thus:—
“As a form of devotion it has no equal in any 
part of the Universal Church of God.—It is found­
ed on those doctrines which contain the sum and 
essence of Christianity; and speaks the language 
of the sublimest piety and of the most refined de­
votional feeling.—Next to the Bible, it is the Book 
of my understanding and of my heart.”
“ Such a Liturgy,” we may safely contend in 
the language of another Clergyman of the Wes­
leyan Methodist Church, the Rev. Mr. Watson— 
‘makes the service of God’s house appear more 
like our true business on the Lord’s day, and be­
sides the aid it affords to the most devout and 
spiritual, a great body of evangelical truth is, by 
constant use laid up in the minds of children and 
ignorant people, who, when at length they begin 
to pray undei a religious concern, are already fur­
nished with suitable, sanctifying, solemn, and im­
pressive petitbns. Persons well acquainted with 
the Liturgy ale certainly in a state of important 
preparation fo> the labors of the preacher: and 
their piety often takes a richer and more sober 
character frorathat circumstance.”
We can scarcely form a higher estimate of its 
value, than is expressed in the following words 
made use of by the Rev. R. Hall, the eminent 
Baptist Minister, of Leicester England, at a meet­
ing of the Bible Society there, in the year 1812, 
as quoted in the Christian Observer for July, 1815. 
Speaking of the Liturgy, Mr. Hall observes, 
“Though a Protestant Dissenter, I cannot be in­
sensible of its merits. I believe that the evan­
gelical purity of its sentiments—the chastised fer­
vor of its devotions, and the majestic simplicity 
of its language, have combined to place it in the 
very first rank of uninspired compositions.”
A writer in Blackwood’s Magazine, expresses 
himself thus eloquently of the excellencies of the 
book of Common Prayer:—
“To the offices of morning and evening devo­
tion, we are free to confess, that it will be in vain 
t.o look for any thing superior, in any merely hu­
man composition, either ancient or modern. We 
ourselves know of nothing equal to it. There is 
a comprehensiveness, a pathos, and a beauty, 
spread all over it. Its petitions are so well adap­
ted for public worship, and express, at the same 
time, so clearly the wants of individuals, that we 
never peruse them without being more than half 
convinced that they were not drawn up under the 
guidance of human reason alone. If ever the Spir­
it of truth can be supposed to have operated upon 
the minds of men in comparatively modern times, 
we think we can perceive traces of his operation 
here. Who can read, for example, the glorious 
litany, without experiencing sensations very differ­
ent from those which affect him on ordinary occa­
sions? Nor are the prayers which constitute 
what is called the desk service, greatly behind it: 
in fact, there is hardly a word in the ordinary de­
votions of the English church, either in its matins 
or in its vespers, which we should wish to see 
erased.”
To accustom young and illiterate people to at­
tend carefully to the large portions of scripture
which are read in our public services, and to unite
in the appropriate responses, must be a most effec­
tual means of enlarging their view's of divine truth, 
—impressing them with the importance of devo­
tional piety, and furnishing them with the lan­
guage of fervent supplication, when constrained 
by a deep sense of their sin and misery to repair 
to a throne of grace. Most persons will not read 
the scriptures at home. Aside from their early 
and forgotten scriptural lessons at school, very 
scanty provisions are made, where Sunday Schools 
are not exerting their influence, for the instruction 
of the young and ignorant in the great doctrines 
of the Gospel, and for enriching their minds with 
suitable language in which to offer their secret 
prayers to God.
Another of the great public benefits of a sound 
form of prayer, consists in the bond of union which 
it furnishes between those who are strongly attach­
ed to it. This has frequently been called an ex­
clusive and bigoted attachment. Be that as it 
may, it is one of the most deeply rooted, ardent, 
and active ever manifested. How many wonder­
ful proofs of this may be furnished in all parts of 
our country, in the melancholy experience of those 
who for years, and sometimes for more than one 
generation, have been deprived of the privilege of 
their favorite services and ministry, and who yet 
have maintained the most unalterable and glowing 
attachment to that form of prayer, in the use of 
which they themselves in their youth, or their fa­
thers before them, worshipped the true God. Such 
attachments in pious and truly devout Christians, 
show the excellency of these forms, and that next 
to the inspired volume they present a centre of 
attraction, which promises to bind God’s people to­
gether in strength and love through the darkest and 
worst of times. Accordingly among Episcopa­
lians generally there exists a remarkable degree 
of harmony, and a disposition, ready and strong 
from the double influence of their love to the Bi­
ble and Prayer Book, to support the public wor­
ship of Almighty God.
Few Protestant Churches possess equal claims 
upon the veneration and love of the people of God, 
whose peculiarities give rise to so many striking 
and lively associations, and which therefore arc 
equally likely to survive the storms and tempests, 
the dangers and persecutions of successive gene­
rations. But this were mav.gr of regret rather 
than of joy, if instead of mainuinjng anj perpet­
uating the doctrines, ministry aifl sacraments of 
the reformation, in their purest forn, she should 
rivet the attachments of her people fa]se joc. 
trines and dangerous ceremonies.
But after having drawn the above character of 
our Liturgy, it cannot be unsafe to use the argu­
ment just advanced, or to insist that it furnishes 
precisely the barrier to Unitarian errors, -which 
the situation of our country and the cause of trmh 
require to be erected.—Never could this destruc­
tive heresy have found so few obstacles to its ad­
vances, as in those regions where its ravages have 
been most desolating, and more effectual restraints 
cannot be placed upon it than are provided in our 
discipline and Liturgy. Without subscribing to 
that which he believes to be a falsehood and scal­
ing his subscription-oath upon the holy sacrament 
without using the plainest and strongest Trinita­
rian language every time he appears in the sacred 
desk and putting on the most unblushing mask of 
hypocrisy, no Unitarian can enter or continue in 
the ministry of our Church. Accordingly several 
instances have occurred in this Country of persons 
desirous of taking that ministry \non them, who 
yet, having principle and honestyenough to pro ­
fess that they could not subscribe »ur articles or 
use our Liturgy, have, without a moment’s hesita­
tion, been denied the most distant apjtoach to our 
altars, and are now disseminating theirSpinions in 
a way better suited to their conscienckand con­
venience.
And if either minister or people, or miniver and 
people together should embrace this awful ieresy, 
there would be no delay in cutting them oftalto- 
gether from our church. In one very conspicuous 
case this has been done.—And though they reyin 
the mutilated fragment, thelifeless, spiritless bo\y 
of our forms, they neither profess themselves to be. 
nor are in any sense Episcopalians.
In this respect it is impossible to speak too high­
ly of the Episcopal Church. Were it for this 
reason alone, nothing could shake my attachment 
to it. On this ground I feel acquitted of the least 
desire to proselyte, when I confess that it gives me 
the greatest joy to see her known, extended, and 
beloved. In these perilous times, I regard her 
as conspicuously the ark of God. Could I see her 
firmly established in those towns which have min­
isters, where false doctrines in a thousand dread­
ful forms are so fearfully spreading, I should feel 
very differently for the future prospects of the 
spiritual Church, from what I now do; and most 
earnestly do I pray God, that our Church may yet 
stand in the gap, and stay the plague, and become 
the joy and the praise, not only of our country, 
but of the whole earth.
( To be Continued. J
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such a concurrence of qualities and events on an in­
dividual as, if explained by the principles of the Bi­
ble and of common sense, will make it manifest that 
the will of God is that he, on whom the concurrence 
is, should enter the ministry. This is the call which 
every man must have, if he would enter the min­
istry in an acceptable manner. In determinino- 
whether we be thus specially called, we are to 
give good heed to the word and providence of 
God, as they separately shed light on each other, 
and unitedly, on this subject; and we are not to 
give any heed to strange fancies, and unaccounta­
ble impulses, and supposed visions.
‘ The leadings of providence are as various and 
as remarkable, as the striking diversity of occa­
sions requires. In general, however, they relate 
to the things following, namely,—
‘The disentangling of an individual from such 
engagements or pursuits, as would interfere with 
the duties of a minister, or with due preparation 
for the holy office:—
‘The furnishing of the means of acquiring the 
necessary knowledge, and discipline, by raising 
up liberal, and perhaps unexpected friends; by 
giving success in lawful business; or by disposing 
some one to instruct us in the rudiments of a suit­
able education:
‘Or if we already possess the means, perhaps 
God’s will is indicated by defeating our worldly 
plans; by sending afflictions upon us; or by mak­
ing us acquainted with the history, written or oral, 
of some one who has felt and acted very much 
like ourselves. In many ways, may God indicate 
his will by his providence. Now, acts of providence, 
rightly interpreted, are of vast importance in di­
recting the humble in all the affairs of life; and 
why should not their guidance he especially look­
ed for in this great matter?
‘A few words of caution and warning belong to 
this subject. It is not given to every man to see 
clearly far before him, though many think they 
do. “ The pillar of cloud and of fire,” (a striking 
emblem of God’s providence,) gave not, on one 
day, any pledge as to the course to be pursued 
the next day. The question to be decided is this,
‘ Can I lawfully take a step towards the holy mi­
nistry?’ If you can, and if it be God’s will, that 
you should succeed, the way will, in due time, be 
opened for you to proceed further and further, 
until you shall find yourself in that office, at which 
you had been grasping with pious eagerness for so 
long a time.
‘Again, judge nothing before the time. The 
acts of Divine Providence, until finished, are holy 
enigmas; and some of them remain such through 
our whole lives. If, therefore, God seem for a 
while to frown on your purposes, be not hasty in 
inferring that he is about to defeat your plans; 
but wait, and learn the end of the matter. And 
if he shall so hedge up your way, as that for a 
time you cannot proceed, wait and learn whether 
he will not open it again. When the hosts of Is­
rael had the Red Sea before them and the Egyp­
tians behind them, the unbelieving wished that 
they had remained in bondage, saying, they had 
only come out to “die in the wilderness.” You 
must learn to “stand still,” if you would “see the 
salvation of God.” The obstructions of your way 
may only be intended as trials of your faith and 
patience.
‘To the foregoing evidences of a call must be 
added the necessary qualifications, or the capacity, 
means, and desires of acquiring them. * * *
‘ As to what the qualifications for the ministry 
are, let it be remembered that among them, an ex­
perimental acquaintance with the truths to be taught, 
is indispensable. This piety must be real, not 
feigned. “Woe unto you hypocrites,” did Jesus 
often say. It must be practical and consistent. 
“ Thou, which teachest another, teachest thou not 
thyself? thou that preachest a man should not 
steal, dost thou steal ? thou that sayest a man 
should not commit adultery, dost thou commit 
adultery? thou that abhorrest idols, dost thou 
commit sacrilege? Rom. ii. 21, 22. The piety 
required must also be somewhat matured. A 
minister must be “not a novice (a young convert) 
lest, being lifted up with pride, he fall into the 
condemnation of the devil.” 1 Tim. iii. 6. J his 
piety must also be unimpeached by the world.
A CALL TO THE MINISTRY.
The following article, which we copy from the Christian 
Guardian, originally appeared in an American publication. 
The very great want of pious devoted ministers at the present 
day, renders the examination of this subject a matter of duty 
with every Christian man, and we publish it with the hope 
that it may be found useful in directing the inquiries of some 
to an issue, which shall promote the glory of the Redeemer 
and the salvation of souls.
‘It may not be amiss,’ says the writer, ‘to make 
a few general statements before we enter into par­
ticulars.
‘The first is, that the subject, although plain in 
theory, is yet of exceedingly difficult application. 
Modest, humble, pious men are very apt to be 
deterred from all thoughts of entering the minis­
try, by many considerations, which naturally pre­
sent themselves; while others of doubtful piety, 
having in their compositions a degree of self-con­
ceit, and forwardness, frequently derive encour­
agement trom such things as have in truth no ap­
plication to their cases. Most men must have 
witnessedsuch occurrences. Notwithstanding this 
difficulty, it is our duty to state scriptural princi­
ples with all possible plainness, and endeavor in 
practice to guard carefully against the abuse of 
them. The inquiry, ‘Who ought to study the 
question—Am I called?’—admits of several an­
swers. The first is, That no person who is without 
piety need give the matter his attention. The first 
thing for him to do, is, to “think on his ways and 
turn his feet to God’s testimonies;” “to repent and 
believe the Gospel.” Again—No female is bound 
to study this subject for personal decision and action. 
“I suffer not a woman to teach.” 1 Tira. ii. 12. 
Lastly, it may be a safe rule for every male member 
of the church to inquire, ‘Am I called?’ Ina 
great majority of cases, even an hour’s reflection 
may show clearly that a negative answer should 
be given.
‘ But let us proceed to consider the nature of a 
call.
‘A call, then, is either extraordinary or ordina­
ry. An extraordinary call to the ministry is one 
given under such circumstances as, in a marvel­
lous and clear manner, 6howr the will of God. 
Ihus the call of the four fishermen was extraor­
dinary, not merely because it was given by Christ, 
the head of the church, (for ali genuine calls pro­
ceed from him) but because it was given by him 
in person, and in terms so unequivocal and so 
plain as to remove all ground of doubt. So also 
the calling of Barnabas and Saul would seem to 
have been extraordinary. “ As they ministered 
to the Lord and fasted, the Holy Ghost said, sep­
arate me Barnabas and Paul for the work where- 
unto I have called them.” Acts xiii. 2. An ex­
traordinary call, in its very nature, is confined to 
the days of miracles.
‘An ordinary call differs from an extraordinary 
in this, that in ascertaining its reality and genuine­
ness, we pursue the usual course by which duty 
becomes known, without any supernatural or mar- 
vellous indications of the will of God. Such are 
3‘1 calls given since the days of miracles. An 
ordinary call may be as clear as an extraordinary; 
jet it must require more patience and longer time 
to ascertain it. An ordinary call is distinguisha- 
oleinto a general and a special call.
'A special call to the work of the ministry is
________ 365
“Moreover, he must have a good report of them 
which are without; lest he fall into reproach and 
the snare of the devil.” 1 Tim. iii. 7.
‘ As the last evidence of a call, may be noticed a 
conviction of duty, founded on the due consideration 
of matteis aircady discussed. This conviction may 
not, need not be so strong, as that a man will be 
able to employ in their entire import the words of 
Paul, when he says, “necessity is laid upon me; 
yea, woe is me if I preach not the Gospel.” I 
Cor. ix. 16. Indeed, no man can use this lan­
guage, as Paul used it, until he is assured of his 
call. Yet his conviction of duty may be as real, 
though not wsfirm as that of Paul. By a real con­
viction of duty in this matter, is meant something 
like this: that when a man humbly, seriously, and 
candidly, thinks of entering the ministry, his mind 
inclines to the judgment, that in so doing, he 
would please God; and that in declining to do so, 
guilt would be contracted. This conviction, from 
its very nature and basis, grows or diminishes, ac­
cording to the aspect of things as controlled by 
providence. Yet it must have permanency, though 
it may not be exceeding strong. Jfit be genuine, 
it will prove itself such by the fact that it is strength­
ened by the desirableness, and weakened by the ^un- 
desirablencss, of our religious state and sentiments.
S. Y.
THE FIRE OF ADVERSITY.
It was related of the celebrated phrenologist, 
Dr. Spurzheim, who died in Boston a tew months 
since, that in selecting a lady for his wife he made 
choice of one who had seen much trouble and 
had passed through uncommon scenes of calami­
ty. His theory was, that great mental suffering 
was necessary in the formation of lidman charac­
ter to develope the highest and purest qualities of 
soul.
We need not say how well this corresponds with 
that sacred declaration—“Every son, therefore, 
whom helovetk, he chasteneth.”
It is hard to heave the sigh, to shed the mid­
night tear, to feel sorrow pressing heavily on the 
naked heart, and such sorrow too as we dare not 
suffer any one but God to look upon;—it is hard 
and bitter, yet under the action of these chasten­
ing influences it is not for us to say how much the 
heart beautifies, and the will acquires the princi­
ples of obedience.
Laying aside the considerations of religious im­
provement we often sec the soul aroused to a 
strange energy, and to the exertion of unwonted 
power by the pressure of some kind of affliction. 
How many deathless works of genius have been 
forced into being by the iron hand of poverty. 
Debts, embarrassments, and want have been the 
uncongenial, yet creative elements of poetry and 
romance. The sweetest songs of the swan are fa­
bled to be extorted by the agonies of death.
Let the sufferer who struggles under strange 
and dreadful dispensations—she who mourns a 
drunken husband—or he who mourns the solace 
of his hearth inurned in an untimely grave,—re­
flect that sanctified affliction only darkens this 
world that it may brighten the next. Cold and 
inhospitable are the future prospects of those who 
receive their good things in this world. I he ric i 
of the earth may be the beggars of eternity. 
Weekly Messenger.
“DOING WELL.”
Inquire of one as to the religious prospects of 
a particular friend, and you will very probably re­
ceive in answer—“ They are hopeful: I believe < 
thinks, at times, on the subject of religion—he 
certainly has a great respect for religion, though 
he is not a decided Christian.” Now take a case 
in some degree parallel. Suppose you inquire ot 
one as to the temporal prospects of his friend, 
What are his prospects for securing a fortune ? 
and it be answered, “They are hopeful: I believe 
he thinks at times on his business: he certainly 
has a great respect for business: though he pays 
no particular attention to it. Is it likely that such 
a person will acquire a fortune? Just as likely as 
that the other will gain heaven.—Anon.
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Acknowledgment.—We are authorized to announce in ad­
dition to the published list of last week, a subscription of 
J150 from the “ Female Benevolent Society of Christ Church* 
Cincinnati,” towards the erection of the President’s house at 
Gambier. The subscription of Mr. H. Dyer of Gambier to 
the same object, of $20, was inadvertently omitted last week.
The Rev. Francis H. Cumming, we learn from the 
Churchman, has been appointed by the Episcopal Sunday- 
school Union, as its Editor and Agent. All correspondence 
therefore on the subject of Snnday-Sehools, or Sunday-School 
Books, should be addressed to him at No. 46, Lumber street 
New-York.
Meeting or Editors.—A meeting of the editors and pub­
lishers of newspapers in Ohio was lately held in Columbus. 
A small number, however, assembled, and nothing was accom­
plished. A further meeting was recommended to be held on 
the 10th December next. A circular was issued setting forth 
the benefits which might be expected to result from such a 
meeting, and if any thing of the bitterness, the personal in­
vective, and slanderous spirit which in times of party excite­
ment have so deeply disgraced the periodical press, can be done 
away by such a meeting, we should be very strongly in favor 
of it. We are not without hopes that some such good effect 
may be the result.
It seems too, that the subject of newspaper postage and that 
of letters to editors and publisher? will be made a matter of 
discussion at the proposed meeting.
Prize Essay on the subject of Peace.—A premium of 
$1000 is offered by the American Peace Society for the best 
Essav on a Congress or Court of Nations for the amicable 
settlement of national differences, and the abolition of war. 
Prizes had been offered, and several essays furnished, but none, 
which in the judgment of the Committee of award, had the 
desired superiority and excellence to secure the objects aimed 
at by the Society. The time has accordingly been prolonged 
and the premium enlarged, with the hope, that an essay may 
be produced possessing a character and power to revolutionize 
public, sentiment—in the words of the Secretary “to demon­
strate effectually that war is needless—that in fact it is as 
practicable as rational for nations to decide their differences 
by reason,—that resort to the sword is irrationally brutal, and 
cruel and wicked and absurd.”
The conditions are, that the essay contain from 60 to 150 
octavo pages, or about these limits; all the manuscripts to be 
at the disposal of the Society, both the successful and rejected 
essays. The essays to be transmitted free of expense to the 
office of the Peace Society, 129, Nassau street, New-York, 
directed to L. D. Dewey, before June 20th, 1834.
The Protestant Episcopal Pulpit for July, contains a 
good discourse by Dr. Wyatt on the duty of promulgating 
the Gospel. By a rapid glance at the present moral condi­
tion of mankind, the author exhibits grounds for Christian 
sympathy and action in this cause, and motives, the force of 
which all must feel, to care for tbs souls of men, and the ex­
tension of Christ’s kingdom on earth. In regard to the in­
strumentality which man is called to exercise in this work, the 
following extract speaks plainly and forcibly.
Now, brethren, let me ask the honest and deliberate judg­
ment in the matter, of the individual among you, who, like 
Gallio, may care least for these things;—is it to be inferred 
from the known attributes of the Almighty, as they are pro­
claimed in his Gospel, and manifested in his works and daily 
providence; from the solicitude which he discovers tor our 
bodily comfort: and from the strivings against sin which he 
awakens in every conscience; is it to be inferred that the idola­
try of the Pagans is a matter of no concern to God? Is it 
to be inferred that the immorality among so many professing 
Christians, and the privation of Gospel privileges which is the 
affliction of wide districts in our own land, are in correspond­
ence with his pleasure and purposes? This can admit but 
one reply, that “ God is holy,” and that a holy God must hate 
iniquity. If then, a remedy is designed, and must be found, 
for prevailing sin, it must either be in the direct and superna­
tural interposition of heaven—which is contrary to the whole 
analogy of his present dealings with us,—or the means intend­
ed, is the instrumentality of man. What is the whole plan 
of his measures by which our enjoyment is supplied, and our 
life sustained? The earth yields its corn, and its fruits, only 
to the persevering agency, to the toilsome culture of man. 
The diseases of the body find their mitigation and cure in the 
application of human skill. The moral character of youth is 
formed, not by the plastic power of the spirit of God alone, 
but under vigilant, and ingenious, and untiring human con­
trol. The mysteries of science are not developed,—the seem­
ingly magic power of the mechanic arts is not revealed to the 
philosophic mind, except as the result of determined scrutiny. 
When providential calamities are permitted to befall remote
towns, or countries, the remedy,—the restoration—is not at­
tained by a similarly direct providential appointment, but hu­
man compassion and human agency are called for, and prompt­
ly yielded too. And why should we expect that religion, 
more precious than all the other bounties of heaven, should be 
showered down upon the slothful, reluctant, undiscerning 
world, when abundant means are furnished for sending its 
sacred record to every shore, and to every tribe? Had not 
the Almighty a right—creating men of one family, and thus 
binding them in endearing ties to each other,— had he not a 
right to make us all, his agents for disseminating a knowledge 
of his religion, and of the means of salvation? Is there not 
in the heartless response of the world when caUed upon to 
minister the hope of salvation, the ordinances of religion, to 
their destitute brethren, something like the spirit of Cain, 
when he asked of God, “Am I my brother’s keeper?”
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
ECCLESIASTICAL.
On Sunday, July 7th, the Rt. Rev. Bishop Brownell held 
an ordination at Christ Church in this city, and admitted to 
the holy order of deacons, Messrs. Samuel Starr, Oliver Hop- 
son, Caleb Smith Ives, Isaac Smith and John D. Smith, 
alumni of the General Theological Seminary, and, with one 
exception, of Washington College.
Morning prayers were read by the Rev. Mr. Smith, Rector 
of the parish, and a Sermon was preached Iiy the Rt. Rev. Bish­
op Doane, of New Jersey, from Acts, xx : 26, 27. “ Where­
fore I take you to record this day, that 1 am pure from the blood 
of all men. For I have not shunned to declare unto yon all the 
council of God." The candidates were presented by the Rev. 
Dr. Wheaton. The communion was administered by the 
Bishop, assisted by Bishop Doane and Rev. Messrs. Whea­
ton and Smith.
In the afternoon: prayers were read by the Rev. Mr. Starr, 
and the Rev. Dr. Wilson, Professor of systematic divinity in 
the General Theological Seminary, preached an able discourse 
on the Practical influence of the doctrine of the Trinity, from 
Matt, xxviii, 19. In the ’evening prayers were read by the 
Rev. Mr. Ives, anl a sermon from I Corinth, vii. 29, 31, was 
preached by the Itev. Mr. Van Kleeck of the Diocese of 
New York.
The services were interesting, and the day was one which 
will be long remembered by Churchmen. The little band, 
which was on that day set apart for the service of the Lord, 
may be reckoned among the first-fruits of the labors of the 
Church in rearing a College in this city. We trust that 
other and larger bapds from the same institutions, may follow 
them into the same field, and that the “company” of those 
who are laboring for the conversion of the world, mayr be 
greatly increased.—Epis. Watchman.
Diocese of NortH-Carolina.—A correspondent, says the 
Churchman, gives thfe following gratifying account of the state 
of this Diocese:—“Our convention was a most interesting 
one. The Diocese unanimously pledged itself for the support 
of an Episcopal School, to be located at Raleigh. It is de­
signed to embrace a full education, and to be established strict­
ly on Christian principles. The Bishop’s charge was upon that 
subject.
“It appears that we have something more than a thousand 
communicants, seven candidates for orders, and nineteen cler­
gymen, exclusive of the Bishop. On the whole, our state is 
greatly encouraging.”
Greece—The letters which follow, were written in the 
modern Greek language by children under the care of the 
Missionaries, and forwarded to this country with translations 
by the Rev. Mr. Hill__ Missionary Record.
TRANSLATION OF THE LETTER OF DAPHNE. *
“ To Mrs. Catharine and Mrs. Elizabeth, mothers of my bene­
factors, Mr. and Mrs. Hill.
Ladies,—To-day I have thought I would return you my 
becoming thanks and gratitude for the kindness towards me 
and the other orphans of Greece; for indeed two years ago I 
was in a state of barbarism—but now, after the coming of 
your beloved son and daughter, they have made me to know 
my Maker and Redeemer, whom before I did not know; and 
I have received from them so much love that I live under their 
roof. Although I know my duty I am not able to express 
it, because 1 am still unskilled in writing; but perhaps after 
a little time, I shall become able to render you my gratitude, 
according to my ability, for their pains. I acknowledge them 
as my father and mother—for the mother who bore me has 
never had the labors which they have taken to place me in 
such a situation.
Your handmaid, Daphne,
Daughter of Panagiotes, an orphan.”
TRANSLATION OF THE LETTER OF ELIZABETH, j-
Athens, December 30, 1832.— To my affectionate, though 
unknown, female friends, Mrs. Catharine and Mrs. Elizabeth, 
the mothers of my two parents.
* Daphne, says Mr. Hill, is about 14 years old, and is one 
of the most engaging characters. She entered the school on 
its commencement, and soon recommended herself by her 
amiable, mild and rather above the vulgar deportment. She 
was taken into our family just a year ago to-day, with the de­
sign ot being educated as a future teacher. I believe her to 
be sinceiely pious, according to her light. I feel as much at­
tached to her as to a daughter.
f I have taken few liberties with her letter, only whenever 
necessary in translating, from a style so totally unlike our
own. Sne is besides a child herself, and writes like a child__
but she is a sweet little Christian. She is not yet fourteen
jcjy jJicocub letter*x . ' L.w, -n " maKe Known t0 .vou my desirable (state of) health—Thanks to the all-generous God, who grants 
us this favor, we are well. | b
At present I am in the Infant school of Mrs. Hill, as her 
unworthy assistant, in which school there now are 112 chil­
dren, all of whom are orphans, (depiVved of mothers or of 
fathers)—and almost all are in wretched circumstances, want- 
mgt eir ai y bread. The fate of two of these has been more 
unhappy, I think, than of any of the others. Their misfor­
tune is owing to the most horrible and most cruel usage of 
their father, who was killed by the Mahometans, i. e. the 
Turks, in the most cruel manner, (although he was undeserv­
ing of this punishment,) so much so that I cannot relate it to 
you. He was by profession a general grocer—he left, the un­
happy man, three} children, (and his wife ready to be con­
fined.) O misfortune! O wretchedness! to this poor family. 
Knowing then your philanthiopy and yonr compassion for the 
orphans of Greece, I have judged it proper to solicit you to 
show your commiseration and kindness to this family. I am 
unworthy to ask you, but the God who renders recompense 
will reward you in His heavenly kingdom; for the Scripture 
says, ‘ Blessed are the merciful, for they shall find mercy. ’ I 
hope I shall not be deprived of an answer to this unworthy 
letter. Farewell.
I remain your friend, unknown to you,
Elizabeth Kontazaki.”
} Mr. Hill says: “Elizabeth is mistaken—the poor man 
■leftyfwe children, all of tender age. I shall give an account of 
his murder in one of my letters.”
From the Missionary Record.
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis­
sions—This Society was instituted in 1810, by members of 
the Congregational Churches in this country, and incorpora­
ted in 1812. Its object is to propagate the Gospel among un­
evangelized nations and communities, by means of preachers, 
catechists, school-masters and the press.
The Board consists of corporate, corresponding, and hona- 
rary members.
The following is a brief abstract of the last Annual Report 
of the Board:—
Receipts for the year ending August 31, 1832.
Donations, -......................................$117,392 00
Legacies,................................................ 10,349 93
Interests of permanent fund, ... 2,340 48
Do. on temporary Ioans, - - - - 49171
$130,574 12
Expended in the support of the various Missions
and operations of the Board, - - $120,954 95
For other purposes, - - - 9,619 17
$130,574 12
There are three General Agents and three Secretaries con­
nected with this Society.
A monthly work, (The Missionary Herald,) is published 
under the direction of the Board, and afforded to subscribers 
at one dollar and fifty cents per annum. It is also sent gratu­
itously to every donor, who does not prefer taking it as a sub­
scriber, and contributes in a year not less than $10—to every 
collector who collects during the year not less than $15—to 
the Treasurer of every Association or Society contributing 
not less than $20—to every clergyman who maintains regu­
larly the monthly concerts, at which collections in aid of the 
Missions of the Board are made amounting in a year to not 
less than $15.
A copy of the Annual Report is given to those Associa­
tions only that contribute $20 or more during the year.
STATIONS, MISSIONARIES, &C. OF THE BOARD.
Only ministers of the Gospel are called Missionaries in the 
following list.
Bombay Mission—commenced 1814—2 Stations.—Bombay, 
Ahmednuggur.
Missionaries 6, Females 6, Schools 31, Scholars 1900, na­
tive members of the Church, 4.
Ceylon Mission—1816__ 5 Stations__ Tellipally, Batticotta,
Oodooville, Panditeripo, Manepy.
Missionaries 6, Females 6’ native Preachers 3, native As­
sistants 28, Schools 98, Scholars 3,650, native members of the 
Church 182.




Missionaries 8, Females 7, 1 Printer, Schools 11, Schol­
ars 500.
Sandwich Islands—1824.—7 Stations.—Kailua, Kaawaloa, 
Waiakea, Waimea, Lahaina, Honolulu, Kauai.
Missionaries 22, Physicians 2, Teachers 2, Printers 2, Fe­
males 29, Schools 1103, Scholars 52,882, native members ot 
the Church 512. ,
Cherokees—1817.— Nine Stations—Brainerd, CrecJtpath. 
Willstown, Candy’s Creek, New Echota, Amohee.
Missionaries 4, Physicians 1, Females 4, Teachers 3, c- 
males 18, Farmers 4, native Preachers I, native ^isslsta’ 
Schools 7, Scholars 185, native members of the Church
Choctaws—1821__ 3 Stations.—Tokshish, Martyn, Caney
Creek. .
Missionaries 3, Females 5, Teachers 1, Schools 3, Scholars 
55, native members of the Church 93.
Choctaws—1817.-6 Stations.-Elliot, Mayhew, Emmaus, 
Goshen, Hebron, Yoknokchaya. ~ c .
Missionaries 2, Teachers 4, Females 9, Farmers’,
4, Scholars 102, native membersjof the ChurchMI JO-
Arkansas Cherokees—1820.-3 Stations.—Dwight, r air­
field, Forks of Illinois. , „ Q e_t,onk
Missionaries 3, Teachers 2, Females 9, Farmers - ■
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4, Scholars 127, native members of the Church 58.
Arkansas Choctaws—1832—1 Station—Bethabara.
Missionaries 2, Females 3, Schools 1, Scholars 25, native
members of the Church 57.
Creeks—1832.—1 Missionary, 1 Female, 1 Physician, na­
tive members of the Church 81.
Osages—1820.—4 Stations.—Union, Hopefield, Boudi- 
natt, Harmony.
Missionaries 3, Teachers 1, Females 9, Farmers 6, Schools
2, Scholars 102, native Church members 23.
North-western Mission—1828.—Four Stations.—Green Bay,
Mackinaw, Magdalen Island, Maumee.
Missionaries 5, Teachers 3, Farmers 3, Females 15, Schools
5, Scholars 196, native members of the Church 118.
New-York Indians—1805__ 4 Stations.—Tuscarora, Sene­
ca; Cattaraugus, Allegany.
Missionaries 3, Teachers 1, Farmers 1, Females 9, Schools
3, Scholars 85, native Church members 197.
fggT The Schools in connection with the Missions where no 
Teachers are mentioned, are taught by Female assistants.
Summary.—Missions, 12. Stations, 55. Missionaries, 68. 
Females, 126. Teachers, 17. Farmers, 20. Physicians, 4. 
Printers, 3. Native Preachers, 4. Native Assistants; 30. 
Schools 1276. Scholars, 59,784. Native members of the 
Church, 1799.
Green Bay__ Extract of a letter from the Superintend­
ent of the Green Bay Mission Establishment, dated May 
23d__ Missionary Record.
“I have baptized six Indian children boarding at the Mis­
sion, viz:
“ Pajegezkickgoquara, a Chippewa, aged about 8 years, giv­
ing her the name of Phebe Warren.
“Shenaquiah, a Menominee, aged about 12 years, giving 
her the name of Mary Garetty.
“Anna (Stambaugh,) a Sac or Fox, aged nearly 10 years.'
“Hohopesha, a Chippewa, aged about 11 years, giving him 
the name of James Milnor.
“ Potwawakwum, a Menominee, aged about 10 years, giv­
ing him the name of John Michael Shatzell.
“ Nankenoshenan, a Menominee, aged nearly 11 years, giv­
ing him the name of Hobart St. Stephens.
“The sponsors were Mr. John V. Suydam and Miss Senali 
and Miss Mary Ann Crawford.
“ On the 24th of April last, I was happy to procure the 
binding to the Mission of the child first named in the preced­
ing list, for three years;-and on the 4th instant, 1 obtained 
from Amosuwet, a Chippewa Indian, an agreement binding 
his children, Hohopesha (James Milnor,) and Mary Fletcher, 
for the term of four years.”
* This child was taken prisoner by the Menominces, and 
given by the chiefs of that tribe to Col. Stambaugh, who has 
adopted her, and placed her at the Mission School.
Lahaina, Maui, Nov. 17th, 1833.—The deputation con­
sisting of Messrs. Whitney, Tinker, and Alexander, to our 
joy, returned day before yesterday. They spent one day with 
us, left last evening, and will reach Honululu to-day. They 
have visited the Society Islands, and the Marquesas, and have 
found fewer obstacles in the way of establishing a mission to 
the Marquesas than was anticipated. They have returned 
convinced that the door is open and wide open at the Marque­
sas, and the missionaries here, in reserve for the Marquesas, 
will go to the field as soon as practicable, probably within 3 or 
4 months; it maybe sooner.
The principal chief on Nuuhiwa, which is the largest isl­
and of the Marquesas, has promised to give the missionaries 
laud, and build them a house. They are very anxious that 
the gospel should be sent to them soon; and the reason they 
assign is, that many of them are becoming old, and may die 
before it reaches them. But it is obvious, that they have 
wrong views in regard to the gospel. The. chief expects that 
it will make his island great like Oahu. They are worship • 
ping idols still, but they say they will give up idolatry, and 
embrace the new religion as soon as it comes.
The report which the deputation brings from the Society 
Islands is really distressing. The ravages of ardent spirits and 
war there, within a few months have been terrible! I place 
ardent spirits first, because, according to the description of the 
deputation, it is the greater evil. The war has been between 
two chiefs on different islands, contending for supremacy.— 
Peace was concluded the day before the deputation arrived.— 
The chief on whose island they landed, had been victorious. 
They were received cordially by the missionary, but the vil­
lage in which he resided, had been stripped of its glory and 
laid in ruins. Only 50 individuals were killed; but rum is 
fast destroying both the souls and bodies of the poor natives, 
and, unless it is immediately checked, will effect a greater de­
struction than all their wars. They distil the poison among 
themselves, but obtain much also from foreign ships. A mas­
ter of a whale ship from New-England, now at this place, 
a member of the Temperance Society, and a man who prac­
tices entire abstinence himself, sold 40 barrels of ardent spirits 
at the Society Islands a short time since. His excuse is, un­
doubtedly, that he is an agent for his employers, and must be 
faithful in their service. I imagine this, from what another 
master of a whale ship, from New-England, said to me a few
days since__ “ I have ardent spirits on board for sale, but shall
not offer it to this people, as it is contrary to law. I am sor- 
rJ I have it with me, but it was put on board by my owners
10 recruit the ship with. This is the only thing I have to ob­
tain recruits with, and recruits I must have. Soon, I shall go 
to the Society Islands, where I shall sell it for $2 a gallon.” 
f "is is the common price in the Pacific of the liquid poison 
0 h’ew-England manufacture, and many a poor native will 
PUrchase his destruction, when he has an opportunity, dear as
11 may cost him. Whose is the guilt; the owners of the ships
put the poison on board, or the masters who sell it? I wish
some one would discuss this subject publicly; it may enlighten 
some minds who are concerned in this work of destruction.
We wis/t ybr no more ardent spirits m the Pacific; it is as 
great an evil here when used, as at home. We uiiU get down 
on our knees and thank the owners of ships to send us cotton 
cloth, axes, knives, shears, needles, &c. and to bring no more 
liquid poison, or powder, Or ball, or muskets, to destroy the souls 
and bodies of the ignorant, innocent natives.
P. S—I have not intended to forestall the report of the
deputation, and have therefore mentioned things in general.__
You will hear from them particularly. Twelve captains of 
whale ships from America and England visited my school yes­
terday, and saw the progress made in geography, writing, &c. 
Yesterday, attended the funeral of a sailor. Am preparing 
to preach to-morrow. In haste, Yours, E. Spaulding. °
Princeton, (N. J.) July 6—The corner stone of the Epis­
copal Church about to be erected in this place, was laid on the 
4th inst., by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Doane, assisted by a num­
ber of clergymen, and in the presence of an immense con­
course of people. The procession moved from the house of 
Capt. Stockton about I o’clock; and consisted of the reve­
rend Clergy, the officers and students of the College, the mili­
tary, and a crowd of citizens of both sexes.
The services of the Church upon such occasions are always 
imposing; and from the dignity and solemnity with which 
they were conducted by Bishop Doane, they produced in this 
instance a most striking effect. His address, in which he ex­
plained the doctrines and tenets of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church, was particularly happy and appropriate. The spot- 
selected for the Church is one of the most beautiful situations 
in our borough, and the edifice, we understand, is intended to 
be a tasteful and elegant building. The liberality which has 
been extended towards this) infant Church, by the members 
of the Presbyterian congregation in this place, and more es­
pecially by the clergymen of that denomination connected with 
the College and Theological Seminary, reflects upon them the 
highest credit, and will long be remembered as a beautiful ex­
hibition of Christian charity__ Courier.
Within about one month, more than thirty individuals have 
sailed from this country to various portions of the heathen 
world—a larger number than have ever embarked for a simi­
lar purpose within the same space of time. It is the determi­
nation of the American Board of Missions, to send abroad as 
many as fifty ordained missionaries during the present year, 
provided that number of suitable persons can be found.
The population of the Moravians, in all parts of the world, 
is 16,000; yet they support 127 missionaries, at an annual ex­
pense of $60,000.
Alexis Muston, of Piedmont, is preparing a complete his­
tory of the Waldenses. He has made very thorough researches.
Correction—Reliance on, some of the daily papers led us in­
to an error, last Saturday. The clerical brother lately deceased 
in South Carolina, is not the Rev. Allston Gibbes, but the 
Rev. Henry Gibbes.— Churchman.
G-SIJSJRJStr. SUMMARY.
The Cholera.—This pestilence still lingers in various parts 
of the State, but we believe in a mitigated form. Two cases, 
both of which terminated fatally, have occurred in Columbus 
since our last publication. The first, Mr. Josiah Stagg, was 
attacked on Sunday morning after breakfast, and died in the 
space of six or eight hours. The second, Mrs. M’Henry, 
was taken ill at about ten o’clock on Monday morning and 
expired on Tuesday evening at ten o’clock. No other case 
has since been reported to the Board of Health; and although 
it is the duty of all to be prudent and temperate, and avoid all 
unnecessary exposure, there is no cause for alarm— Ohio State 
Journal.
In many places to the south, in Kentucky, Tennessee and 
Virginia, the cholera still continues to extend its desolating 
ravages. Six or eight cases had occurred in Kenawha co. Va. 
on the 5th July. In Flemingsburgh, Ky. up to the same 
date, 59 deaths had occurred, being 1 in every 11 of their en­
tire population.
The Sea Serpents and the Steam-boat.—The steamer Con­
necticut, says the Portland Evening Advertiser of the 6th 
inst. arrived this morning later than usual, having been em­
ployed for about an honr in chasing a shoal of sea serpents. 
About six o’clock last evening, a schooner off Nahant hailed 
the Connecticut, and told Captain Porter that if he would 
look out, he might see the sea serpent, for “he bore east of 
Nahant.” The Connecticut steered accordingly,—and very 
soon, not one sea serpent alone, but three, some say four, ap­
peared in sight. All the passengers saw these monsters of the 
deep with their own eyes, distinctly and clearly.
One of the passengers, who had a good view says, that one 
of the serpents was one hundred feet in length—with a head 
partly in the form of a snake and partly in the form of a pick­
erel. Some say this largest serpent was yet longer. Another 
of the serpents was judged to be about 90 feet long. One 
threw his body out of the water about fifty feet in a spiral 
undulatory motion, which formed at times upon a calm sea a 
beautiful dark arch. During a portion of this time, one of 
the serpents was thought to be distant about twenty rods.— 
And before and after this near approach, they could be seen 
for some time with a glass. The serpeu.s seemed to enjoy the 
sport, and played around the boat for some time—perhaps they 
took it for another “ sarpent" in or on the deep—and were 
seeking an introduction.
Of all these facts, we are informed by many persons, ver­
bally by one upon whom we can rely—and who has hitherto 
been incredulous enough. We do not, we cannot doubt the 
testimony of so many persons, in a ^steam-boat upon a quiet
sea, with the power of stopping and following the object ot 
their curiosity whithersoever they pleased.
Donations to Colleges—The following sums, lately obtained 
by individual subscriptions, have been secured to various lite­
rary institutions: $100,000 to Yale; $50,000 to Amherst- 
$30,000, nearly, to Bangor theological seminary; the college 
of New Jersey j's raising $20,000; Brown university a like 
amount; Washington, at Hartford, in addition to $70,000 
! received for its establishment, is now soliciting $40,000 more, 
for its professorships; Jacksonville college, in Illinois, within 
three years, has received $46,000 from the Eastern’States: 
$25,000 havebeen raised for Kenyon College, Ohio; and a suc­
cessful effort is now making in behalf of the theological semi­
nary at Columbia, South Carolina. An effort is now making 
to establish, on a sure foundation, a manual labor school, irt 
connection with Middlebury college. Several meetings of 
gentlemen have been held, in various parts of New England, 
to consult in regard to the expediency of a female seminary, 
of an higher order than any which now exists__ Am. Quar­
terly Observer.
The business of manufacturing books is growing in this 
country, to a magnitude of which many persons are little 
aware. One type-founding establishment in this city, (Con­
ner & Cooke’s,) has now in hand, stereotype plates for twelve 
different editions of the Bible, and seventeen of the Testa­
ment, besides various other works. And this is but a small 
part of the types and stereotypes which are now preparing.’— 
In all the arts there are none in which the few last years have 
produced a more remarkable advance than in those connected 
with printing. The business of paper-making, type-making, 
and printing, have in several important departments been 
thoroughly revolutionized, and other revolutions are just be­
ginning to develope themselves. When the price has remain­
ed stationary, the change has been in quality.—New- York 
Journal of Commerce.
The Danbury Herald mentions a sample of a new and su­
perior kind of covering for tables and stands. They are man­
ufactured by Samuel Steele & Co., Woodbury, Connecticut. 
They are composed of cotton, with a composition of India 
rubber, &c. varnished and bronzed in elegant manner. They 
cost but little more than common oil cloth,, and are much su­
perior, both for beauty and durability. One very important 
quality which they possess over any oil covers, is their elasti­
city, as they can he doubled in every possible manner without 
breaking or injuring the composition of which they are made.
The President, says the Washington Globe of the 8th inst. 
has recovered, in a great degree, from the fatigue of his jour­
ney. He attended church yesterday. His health is improv­
ing.
The following American books have been lately republish­
ed in Great Britain:—Abbot’s Young Christian, in three 
editions: Ware’s Life of the Saviour, and Formation of Re­
ligious Character; Dr. Sprague’s Lectures on Revivals of 
Religion in two editions; Stuart’s Commentary on the Ro­
mans; Spark’s Life of Gouverneur Morris; Payson’s Ser­
mons to Families; Pierpont’s Reading Books; Bryant’s Po­
ems.
A bill from the New-ITampshire Senate, proposing to re­
peal the laws for the better observance of the Sabbath, was in­
definitely postponed by the House by a vote of 121 to 56.
The Montreal Gazette, of 27th June, gives a list of fifteen 
vessels which were wrecked during the months of April and 
May last, on their voyage from the mother country to Quebec. 
It is supposed that others have foundered, the names of which 
are not yet known.
The remains of the sufferers in the famous massacre of the 
inhabitants of the Wyoming Valley, Va., have been recently 
discovered near the village of New Troy, and a short distance 
above Wilkesbarre, on the Susquehanna. Eighty skulls have 
been disinterred from one common grave.
A young gentleman of Boston has walked to Charleston, 
S. C. 1150 miles in 36 days—from Saratoga Springs to Bos­
ton in four successive days—from Providence to Cambridge 
in less than 10 hours, including stops.
The corner stone of Girard College was laid on Thursday 
of last week, at Philadelphia. An address was delivered on 
the occasion by Nicholas Biddle, which is spoken of by the 
National Gazette in terms of unqualified admiration.
FOREIGN.
By an arrival at this port, says the N. Y. Observer, London 
papers have been received to the 31st May.
A triaty of peace between the Ottoman Porte and the pa­
cha of Egypt, has been actually signed on the terms dictated 
by the latter, the Sultan having agreed to cede Adana and 
every thing else demanded by Mehemet Ali.
The difficulties between Holland and Belgium have been 
at length adjusted. The preliminary treaty between Great 
Britain, France and Holland had been received in London, 
and the embargo on Dutch shipping had been taken off
The expected debate on the subject of Colonial Slavery 
commenced in the British Parliament on the 30th May, and 
Mr. Stanley on the part of ministers announced some impor­
tant alterations in their plan. The loan of £15,000,000, to 
be advanced to the planters, is to be repaid, not by the plant­
ers and the slaves, as heretofore proposed, but by increasing 
the duty on West India sugar imported into Great Britain.
All accounts from Oporto lead us to expect that a move­
ment on the part of the forces of the young Queen is at hand. 
Many fresh troops have reached the scene of action, and every 
thing demonstrates some speedy momentous exertion.
The total number of petitions against slavery presented to 




From the Churchman, 
GETHSEMANE.
The sun set in a fearful hour,
The skies might well grow dim,
When this mortality had power 
So to o’ershadow Him!
That He who gave man’s breath might know, 
The very depth of human wo.
Mas. Hemans.
’T was deepest night. Above the distant hills 
The crescent moon had hung her silver bow,
Gilding the curtains of the eastern heaven 
With a most holy radiance; and round 
The solemn splendor of her midnight path,
The burning stars—her glorious ministers,
Wierd sentinels of night, whose shining ranks,
Retiring still in bright magnificence,
Seem’d reaching upward to the throne of Gon— 
Cluster’d, unclouded, beautiful and still.
Enthroned among her holy hills, and girt
With a proud diadem of lofty towers,
Imperial Salem lay. Deep silence reign’d
Along her streets, save when the soldiers’ tread 
Rang on the sounding pavement, and the voice 
Of the lone sentinel upon the wall 
Peal’d quick and startling on the silent air.
All else was hush’d as death. Unconscious youth 
Slept, with the moon-beam slanting on his brow,
And angel visions springing in his heart,
While o’er his couch the wakeful mother bent 
And prest her parting kiss upon his cheek.
Beauty and love lay down to dream again,
Of all the deep affection that it craved;
And when the mild ray through the lattice stole 
On many a fair young brow, it linger’d there,
As if ’t were loth to quit that radiant shrine.
The righteous man knelt humbly down, and there,
In the unbroken stillness of the night,
When none but God was near, sent up his vow.
The hypocrite writhed madly on his couch,
And conscience whisper’d things of fearful name,
That man must never hear:—and where arose 
The solemn temple on Moriah’s brow,
E'en at the very altar he profaned;
The mitred priest stole darkly forth to nurse 
Unholy’ thoughts of vengeance in his heart,
Against the Son of God.
The moonlight fell
Like molten silver, through the groves of palm,
That tower’d o’er Gethsemane; and bright 
Along the green and mazy labyrinths,
The sweet fiowers droop’d beneath the holy beam, 
Clothed with a softer radiance, as if 
A spirit slept upon them. Through the leaves 
The low breeze murmur’d gently, like a tone 
From seraph harps at midnight, and along 
Its perfumed banks the silver Cedron stole,
Mingling its soften’d chorus with the wind 
That sported on its bosom. The fresh dew 
Hung on the bending grass, and the dark trees 
Flash’d with its lustrous gems; as if a band 
01 those bright spirits that surround the throne,
And veil their radiant faces, and adore—
Had gather’d round that place, at twilight’s hour,
In sorrow, and had wept unwonted tears 
O’er the dark agony that soon must cloud 
The earthly nature of th’ incarnate Word.
Couch’d in the shadow of a spreading palm,
Where the green mount of Olives rear’d its head,
The loved disciples slept. When day had closed,
And the last beam of the descended sun 
Yet linger’d o’er the landscape, they had come 
In holy converse with their sorrowing Lord,
To offer up the solemn voice of prayer 
Within that garden’s solitude. But He,
The victim of this fearful hour—the scorn’d,
Despised, and mock’d, and crucified of earth,
Who in the fulness of his wondrous love,
Left his majestic throne on high, to tread 
The weary wilderness of human life— •
The Son of God—Eternal, Infinite,
Who came, array’d as one of us, yet meek
And lowlier than the sons of men:—who wept 
At human wo, and heal’d its bitter pangs;
Upon whose gentle head, the guilty world 
He came to save, had heap’d its darkest wrath: —
He, in that hour, companionless, alone,
Knelt down to pray. And while the madden’d throng 
Of his arm'd foes yet came not, and the stir 
Of human footsteps broke not on his ear,—
When even they, the partners of his toil,
Slept o’er their awful charge,—Oh! who can tell 
What bitter dregs that fearful cup conceal’d 
That would not pass away ! What solemn wo 
Unknown to earthly thought—mysterious 
And unreveal’d as those deep things which death 
Doth cover with its dreamless pall?—what deep 
And dreadful agony, which e’en the voice 
Of the attending angel,* who was given 
To strengthen him from heaven, could not quench?
Divine Redeemer! In our mortal night,
When heaviness, and sin, and death oppress
The feeble spirit that would rise to thee,__
0 strengthen us with that unwavering trust
Which thou alone canst give, and grant us grace 
So to pass onward through this vale of tears,
That we may win the crown that fadeth not,
Bright as thy love, eternal as thy word! Elis.
* And there appeared unto him an angel from heaven, 
strengthening him.—St. Luke xxii. 43.
MISCELLANY.
From the Correspondent of the Portland Evening Advertiser. 
VISIT TO MR. MADISON.
Orange Court-IIovse, Va. May, 1833.—I left Charlottes­
ville a little before midnight in the mail stage, and found my­
self here by day-light this morning, distance 30 miles. As 
Mr. Madison’s plantation is only five miles from this I resolv­
ed to stop and to visit almost the last of the Romans. Took 
a horse, raining though it was, and after going over a Virgi­
nia road, about three miles, which you probably know is one 
of the worst in the world; for here it is “unconstitutional” 
to have good roads; I came to a bye-path, a sort of a carriage 
road that led into the woods, when I kept on riding and riding 
for nearly two miles, or one mile and a half, passing one gate 
that led to a plantation, till I came to another where 1 met an 
old negro, who told me the way, and added that his “old mas­
ter would be glad to see the young gemman,” that “Mr. 
Madison raised him,” and that be (the negro) was now “sixty- 
one years of age” and “Mr. Madison was a good master,” 
and “would not let his overseer make fight with the men,” 
thus running on with communicative loquacity, seeing he had 
found a white man to listen to his talk. I rode on then 
through a well-built gate—on the road way—leading through 
an immense field of rye—by yet another gate—and came at 
last to a large and elegant brick house, built in the Virginia 
fashion, with wings; a projecting portico, a walk in front, &c.
What on earth could send a man here, I said to myself— 
here, so far from the road, so far from neighbors, so far from 
the village, the post office—in this hide-and-go-seek place in 
the woods, where it is difficult to find a dwelling, no matter 
how conspicuous it may be. But such is the Virginian fash­
ion. The Virginians get off from the road with the same 
zeal that we crowd on—and here you may travel where there 
are no signs of life, but where, if you were to sound a trum­
pet to call men together, they would jump up as from the 
earth. Truly this is retirement, this habitation in such a 
field—in such a valley—with the morning music of the whip- 
poor-will and the evening song of the nightingale—undisturb­
ed but by the little bustle in the neighboring negro camps, or 
the solitary traveller who, perchance^ strays here as I have' 
done, to pay the homage that is due to character, to patriot­
ism, to an upright and well done political career. As I fasten­
ed my horse, and drew near to the door of the yard, with a 
> well fitted and a well painted fence, I was musing much on
the changes that come over a man in the course of a long life. 
How can we accustom ourselves to such a solitude after all the 
bustle of an active life to which we have been habituated ? 
How can we withdraw and forget men and things, and live 
and feed on the thoughts within us, and the few and unvarying 
companions that our own home affords. Cicero, in that ad­
mirable treatise of his—De Senectute, puts into the mouth of 
Scipio,—I think it is he, but my memory of the readings of 
other days is even now growing rusty—the true lesson for 
enjoying a happy old age, ©r a change of life, or meek sub­
mission to circumstances. It was not long before I saw a 
living exemplification and practiser of these lessons,—with yet 
another aid for the enjoyment of a happy old age than Cicero 
has spoken of.
I rapped at the door. A servant, courteous, and well bred, 
and well dressed, came to my call. I sent in my card, for not 
expecting to return home this way, I had refused letters offer­
ed me by friends in Washington, to Mr. and Mrs. Madison. 
The card was carried to Mr. Madison—and I was invited to 
the parlor, in the centre of the building, full of the portraits 
of eminent individuals, among which were those of Washing­
ton, Jefferson and Lafayette, I think, hut am not certain— 
and of paintings also, representing different scenes and pas­
sions, but chiefly of a religious character. The furniture was 
of the rich old cast, which, while it keeps up the idea of mag­
nificence, carries us back toother days and reminds us that we 
are in the houses of our ancestors, or our forefathers. Mrs. 
Madison soon appeared, and after a little conversation, carried ’ 
ms into her husband’s room and presented me to Mr. Madi­
son. He was lying on his bed in a thick silk robe—reading,— 
with the hook near at his side, and his spectacles put in to 
preserve the place. His reception was generous and courteous. 
His conversation fluent, agreeable, vigorous and frank—and 
displayed, even on common topics, instruction and interest.
There is no decay of mind—not the least visible decrease 
of that intellectual vigor which ever distinguished him- His 
memory seems to be as good as ever—and he speaks of trade, 
of improvements, of public health, and of the different sec­
tions of the country, with all the interest of a man who is 
calmly but zealously surveying what his countrymen are doing. 
In speaking of his eye-sight, he remarked that it was but a 
short time since ho began to use spectacles. He attributed 
the long duration of his visual power to the fact that he was 
near-sighted—and I was interested in hearing his argument 
to sustain the position, founded as it was on an intimate know­
ledge of the science of optics. Of course I avoided, as all 
persons would, intimate friends excepted, any allusion to the 
passing scenes or politics of the day—though I should have 
been interested in hearing him speak of his own Virginia— 
As to his health, he said it was as good as could be expected, 
though he was slightly afflicted with rheumatic pains. Old 
age was his chief disease. He then eulogized the air and cli­
mate he lived in—and Mrs. Madison remarked, that there 
were in this vicinity a large number of very old people.— 
These remarks reminded me of a conversation I had at break­
fast at a tavern in the mountains west of this. I enquired of
i ........ “ a are y°ur Prevailing diseases ?”“We have none. “Any consumptions?” “No.” “Fe­
vers? “No. “Whatdo youiieof?” “Oh, of oldage.” 
Such being the good reputat.on of air and climate in this 
part of Virginia, I hope Mr. and Mrs. Madison will live 
many, many years yet.
I tarried as long as politeness would seem to justify. Both 
pressed upon me with a hospitality distinguishing almost every 
Virginian, a continuance at dinner,—which, thouah I would 
have gladly accepted for the sake of a few minutes’more con­
versation with the venerable man, I felt constrained to decline 
I parted with both—they offering me their hands, and wishing 
me with great kindness a prosperous journey homeward. °
The character of Mr. Madison I have ever pre-eminently 
admired. I think him the model of what an American states­
man ought to be. Among all our great men he is my favorite, 
if not the chief, at least one of the chief. And surely as I 
look at his fine plantation, his well-housed and happy negroes, 
his flourishing fields of grain, his flocks of sheep, and see him 
in his old age, though stretched upon the bed, there nourish­
ing his mind with books, and amusing his idle hours, which 
else would hang heavy upon him, I cannot but think he is 
enjoying the true otium cum dignitate, and realizing the picture 
of a happy old age that Cicero has so touchingly and beauti­
fully described—thus adding to the character of the statesman 
and the patriot that of the philosopher.
I have said Mr. Madison has yet other aids for the enjoy­
ment of a happy old age, than Cicero speaks of. Added to 
his own resources, his own house and plantation, he has for a 
companion, his wife, a lady who even now well sustains her 
old reputation, that of being the most accomplished woman in 
America. With such a companion he ever has society, in­
terest and conversation by his own bed side. The picture of 
domestic enjoyment they now exhibit, is one of the most 
attractive I ever witnessed. How sweet must old age be 
when thus softened and watched over! How glorious and 
good the life of man after such services, ending thus, with 
such a companion to administer to his wants and comfort! 
The fame Mr. Madison has won, the glory he bequeathes to 
posterity, and the bright pages which his name is to occupy in 
his country’s story, are after all, not of so much worth to him 
as the possession of such a wife.
Anecdote of Sfurzheim—It is a curious fact which we 
learn from a note to ‘Spurzheim’s Physiognomy,’ published 
by Marsh, Capen & Lyon, that the deceased Philanthropist, 
when he visited the prison at Hartford last fall, pointed out 
the two men who became the leaders ift the late conspiracy and 
murder, as very bad criminals. Dr. Brigham, who was in 
company with him, says:—
“ The negro Cccsar Reynolds, who, from the testimony, it 
appears actually committed the murder, he noticed when at 
somedistance, and remarked, “that negro interests me much,” 
and begged the liberty of examining his head minutely; and 
after he had done so, he said he had the best formation intel­
lectually, of any negro he ever saw, (and he is far superior to 
most blacks) but stated that he was a wretched and dangerous 
man, capable of doing any wickedness, and one that would 
persevere in iniquity.
“ The Warden has repeatedly assured me that Doctor Spur- 
zheim gave the characters of many of the criminals, especially 
the noted ones, as correctly as he himself could, who had long 
known them.”
At a meeting of the General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland, last week, it was unanimously resolved, on the mo­
tion of the Lord Justice Clerk, that an Address should be 
drawn up, “ congratulating his Majesty on his Providential 
deliverance from the atrocious and treasonable attempt on his 
life—in June last year !” The delay in preparing and forward­
ing this Address, originated, as the Lord Justice Clerk ex­
plained, not in disloyalty, but forgetfulness. It had not been 
thought of before !
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